Eugene List, Pianist, To Be Last Star of Concert Series

Artist Continues His Career in '46, After Discharge From Army

Last in the Connecticut College Concert Series will be the performance of Eugene List, well known musician who will present a piano concert in Palmer Auditorium March 15 at 8:30 p.m.

Four months after Pearl Harbor Eugene List enlisted in the United States Army, interrupting a concert career in the course of which he had already established himself as a rising star in the American musical firmament. One of his fellow students of the induction center asked him what he was going to do now that he was a civilian playing the piano. "I played alone," Mr. List explained. "When I am alone I can think and I think..."

It was President Truman's suggestion that List play for the Forces, which he received honors both from the President and Vice President.

Discharged from the army early in 1946, List picked up the threads of his interrupted career.

IRC's Constitution Approved by World Student Committee

by Betty Anderson

Last Thursday the constitution of the new International Relations Club was approved by the World Student Committee which the Club is working under. Formal establishments of the IRC will take place upon election of officers for next year. All those students interested in International Affairs are urged to apply for positions by the form which was sent out February 16 at 7:00 in Fanning 305.

During the past year, the Student Council at Connecticut has worked together with the World Student Committee for the purpose of establishing IRC. An explanation of the function and purpose of the IRC as described in the Constitution was given. Students who did not hear the report, on Wednesday afternoon, March 15 in Palmer Auditorium.

The production staff is headed by Erasmus Montanus, a substitute for that understanding section, one of our present world: and in the Pacific School of Religion. The former rise in tuition, announced during the spring of 1947, resulted from the necessity to keep the college running, to increase salaries to meet the inflationary prices will rise any higher.

At the present time it does not look as if prices will rise any higher; however, they do not appear to be falling much lower. Salaries and wages for educational employees must be raised to help the college keep pace with industry and government. In spite of the fact that our faculty and administrative staff are well trained people that will not permit us to fall behind.

The increase to 1600 dollars $300, an added factor in the need for increasing the college's present problem. This increase to 1600 dollars is with bad Latin and false syntax.
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**EDITORIAL**

Disturbing Attitudes

The extent of the capacity to keep an open mind is one of the goals of our educational system. This mind is not to be interpreted as one which is susceptible to all impressions indiscriminately, but a mediating, coordinating system which controls all our activities. When our minds will be able to ask questions but to view all sides of an issue. Then, most important, we must be able to discriminate and select what we believe to be the "right" answer. This process is most easily done to listen, to think, for oneself, and in its assimilation.

Now, any intelligent decision or stand on an issue can only be made when most of its dimensions have been examined critically. In this way, our arguments often become evident and our thinking can be revised or reinforced accordingly. Thus, the lack of an intelligent viewpoint or the failure to undertake this kind of knowledge which we seek in college should not be considered isomorphically. It can have meaning for us only when we apply it.

The prime premise for the premises that are reasonable to be disturbed by the attitudes of many college students. Allowing others to think and act for us makes a clear example of our willingness to violate the principle that the US would be at the service of the West in a military capacity. Of late the arguments on the various provisions of the North Atlantic Pact are concerned with nations of Western Europe which the US would be at the service of the West in a military capacity. Of late the arguments on the various provisions of the North Atlantic Pact are concerned with nations of Western Europe.

**North Atlantic Pact Is Seen As Wedge in East-West Unity**

by Phyllis Clark

In these tense times of international attention, has been devoted to the pending North Atlantic Pact.

On March 17, 1948, the governments of the United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands signed the North Atlantic Treaty, and on February 15, 1949, they signed the North Atlantic Treaty. This treaty was signed by 24 nations on May 23, 1949, that the "association treaty" was signed, the North Atlantic Treaty nations announced another agreement. They guaranteed their mutual defense, and their military strength to assure effective action against aggression, and that US support was essential.

In the following months, the North Atlantic Treaty was signed by 24 nations on May 23, 1949, that the "association treaty" was signed, the North Atlantic Treaty nations announced another agreement. They guaranteed their mutual defense, and their military strength to assure effective action against aggression, and that US support was essential.

In the following months, the North Atlantic Treaty was signed by 24 nations on May 23, 1949, that the "association treaty" was signed, the North Atlantic Treaty nations announced another agreement. They guaranteed their mutual defense, and their military strength to assure effective action against aggression, and that US support was essential.

The North Atlantic Treaty expresses the intention of the US to pursue a policy to strengthen the economic and political world peace and security, and to insure the effectiveness of our efforts for economic recovery.

Time has proved that economic recovery and security are very closely related. Practical means are to be found. The economic recovery and security are very closely related. Practical means are to be found. The economic recovery and security are very closely related. Practical means are to be found. The economic recovery and security are very closely related. Practical means are to be found.

Many of the principles are not all huge concepts of world-shaking significance; military strength to assure effective action against aggression. In July, 1948, the negotiations, with a view to early conclusion, were begun in Washington. The objective is to provide for their mutual defense, and their military strength to assure effective action against aggression.

It seems obvious that the North Atlantic Treaty nations should be well aware that they are now being sought whereby Treaties, alliances, and the like arrangements are made within Russia during World War II. They are now being sought whereby Treaties, alliances, and the like arrangements are made within Russia during World War II.

**Radio Club Holding AnnouncerTyrouts**

The Radio Club will hold tryouts for student announcers on Tuesday, March 15, at 7:15 p.m. in room 202 of the auditorium. All students interested in student broadcasts are invited to tryout.

At the open meeting of the Radio Club which took place March 2, radio work shops were set up as the project of the club this semester. The members will put on demonstration broadcasts to stimulate interest in the project, to show the future opportunities of the club in order to obtain experience for the student broadcasting. Student officers selected for the tryouts are: Carole Crane, Mary Bland, Ina Jo Rinella and Jane Reiffel.

Student officers selected for the tryouts are: Carole Crane, Mary Bland, Ina Jo Rinella and Jane Reiffel.

- **C A L E N D A R**

Friday, March 11
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, March 12
Movie: The Search
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, March 13
Vespera, Dr. John Bennett
Chapel, 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, March 15
Convocation
Auditorium, 4:20 p.m.

Meat Cutting Demonstration
Bill 106, 7:50 p.m.

Wednesday, March 16
Concert, Eugene List
Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Kuhn, Thomas Organ Recital
Proves Artistic, Enjoyable

by Rachel Oher

The performance of music presented by Judy Kuhn and Lauranne Thomas in a Senior organ recital at the Chapel Tuesday evening, March 1, Judy's playing, precise and controlled, was artistically technically. Lauranne's commendable musicianship... A beautiful legato was attained in the Bach Chorale Prelude, Erb, with religious fervor, and Peace, on the same piece, was played with much understanding.

Judy brought the program to a most exciting conclusion with the pompous Finale from Symphony No. 3, for organ by Louis Vierne. Here the organist's expert presentation of the piece will appeal to those who enjoy the manuals as well as her feeling for the normal work and, especially in the middle section, was demonstrated.

Both girls succeeded in giving an artistic and enjoyable performance.

The SPORT SHOP

Exclusive with Us

McMullen
Clare McCartney
Jamison
Carlyl Apparel

The Style Shop, Inc.
128 State Street
Complete College
Sportsware Department

DANNY DOYLE'S RESTAURANT
New London's newest and finest dining room

Serving
Steaks  o  Chops  o  Chicken
Lobster and Sea Food

91-101 N. BANK STREET

TELEPHONE 1-3564
shops feature sportsewear by leslie alderman, cc alumna

A former art editor of the CC News, Leslie Alberman, on 30th anniversary of extensive national publicity as designer of denim sports' clothing labeled the SHIPSHAPERS. In addition to this game, much article has one of its own Sailor's Delight Skirts, Topcoat Maltesers, Bow End Shorts, Crew Slacks, So Deep Bags, Jil Jacqui, Drunken Sailor Wallets, Swan Wave Hats and Worse II Aprons.

Miss Alderman has worked in publicity in New York on Mail's magazine and was assistant editor of Textile World. She did sales promotion for International Silver, and sales for a firm in the Advertisment Effectiveness business. In 1933 she was told that she would never be able to work again. She spent time in the Adirondacks. Finally, tired of boarding around, she designed her own house (it was a floor arts major).

In the front door is a real broad-shouldered with a ship's lantern and ship's bell on either side. Alcove across the back of the house are steel shaded windows showing a view of Milford harbor. Her intense love for salt water and boats provided the motive for her new play clothes, (the Shipshapers).

Before selling the rights to the use of her name, Leslie Alderman made her clothes on a custom-made basis—to order, to fit. Among her original cutters are many famous people: Rob Russell of the movies and her sister Clara LaRoché, with whom she grew up summers, Mrs. Brock, Pemberton, Mrs. Robert Vanderbilt, Mary Lewis, Danna March, fashion editor of Harper's Bazaar, Eunice Shopper, fashion editor of the Herald-Tribune, Mrs. Roy Larson, wife of the publisher of Time, Life, Fortune, Architectural Forum.

"Mary Lewis's name, of course, helped. She has the exclusive right to the New York market. Miss Lewis's store at 746 Fifth Avenue is sandwiched in between the Tailored Woman and Bergdorf Goodman, a swank location. It's all right to get interested girls, because Shipshapers are here in New London ready to be seen at Fashion Fairs. Inexpensive, well cut, good new denim is lovely soft gray, clear yellow, a new shade of dark blue and the old faded blue.

While in college Leslie Alderman was a song leader, danced and sang in three musical comedies, participated in every sport. She won the school cup in tennis and was pretty generally in the thick of all extra-curricular activity. She is especially anxious to have Connecticut college awareness of her clothes before some of our other alumnus colleges on the New England scene and is delighted that Miss Lucy Savage of Fashion Fairs is cooperating.

How Mild can a Cigarette be?

Smoke CAMELS for 30 days — and you'll know!

In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and women who smoked only CAMELS for 30 days — an average of one to two packs a day — noted doctors specialized after making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE of throat irritation due to smoking

Money-Back Guarantee!

Try CAMELS and see them as you smoke them. If at any time you are not convinced that CAMELS are the mildest cigarette you've ever smoked, return the package with the unused CAMELS and we will refund full purchase price, plus postage. (Service to R. Jerome Tobacco Com- pany, Winston-Salem, North Carolina)
Publicity Drive

Staff personnel at the teachers college and in the State Department of Education have been at work in solving problems in recruitment and training. They have been agreeing upon the details of organizing a publicity program for the workshops in which the trainees will receive their basic instruction. The Department has engaged Mrs. John A. Baker of Westport to spearhead the recruitment drive through the schools.

Mrs. Baker states that she with the assistance of many public spirited citizens will contact women's organizations, civic and educational associations, school superintendents and high school principals between the present and July 1 in an effort to motivate college-trained persons to register for the emergency training. Mrs. Baker and her assistants will utilize all media available in publishing the project and in informing the public of the situation.

The acute shortage of teachers is due largely to the increased birth rate and to the failure of unsought and large numbers of children in the Connecticut public schools. For example, in 1933, 22,086 children were born in the state, whereas in 1947 there were 44,980 children. The increase of 22,919. In 1949, there were 173,385 children enrolled in public schools; however, by 1958, it is estimated this number will reach 317,973, an increase of approximately 45 per cent.

College Graduates Wanted

This drastic increase in student enrollment will be accompanied by an increase in teaching personnel. Presently, thousands of Connecticut youth will be teacherless. Negative alternatives available to them are just around the corner.

IRC

(Continued on Page One)

Necessity For More Teachers

Launches Program to recruit and train college and high school students, thereby circumventing the possibility that thousands of Connecticut youths will be teacherless.

C. Reid Hudgins, Jr. - General Manager

Corner State and North Bank Streets

PHONE 665-4105

FOR THOSE MIDNIGHT "FEEDS"

(All essential to mortal)

Go to

BEET BROTHERS

50 Main Street

COMPLETE LINE OF GROCERIES

MORAN'S

SHOE BOX

11 GREEN ST. NEW LONDON

Located In Quaker Inn

Really Superior Food

Cocktail Lounge

Follow the Old Norwich Road to

CINDERELLA INN

1959

CINDERELLA INN

Located In Quaker Inn

Really Superior Food

Cocktail Lounge

Follow the Old Norwich Road to

CINDERELLA INN

LEARN TO RUMBA

SAMBA — TANGO — WALTZ, Etc.

In a Few Private or Semi-Private Lessons

Special Student Rates

MODERN DANCE STUDIO

OPEN DAILY 2-2 P.M.

CROCKET HOUSE

Second Floor NEW LONDON

Phone 4565 or 5071

Always trade at

STARR'S

AS CONNECTICUT COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE YOU

• Drugs
• Prescriptions
• Toilet Goods
• Cigarettes

The Old-fashioned Up-to-Date Hardware Store

C. Reid Hudgins, Jr. - General Manager

Located In Quaker Inn

Really Superior Food

Cocktail Lounge

Follow the Old Norwich Road to

CINDERELLA INN

 motorcycle AULN magazine, literature and the media provide programme summaries, etc. The World Student Committee has been urging the state to register all classes of CCCU and its program of the last year and the possibility of it fulfilling the CCUN purpose of building an informed public opinion.

The IRC will have within its organization a UN committee which will act as an information center, spearheading UN activities and being the channel through which students at CC may relay their opinions of problems confronting the UN to the appropriate UN and American delegates. The CCUN is at your service but must make its service feel by becoming informed and working with, as well as using, your CCUN group on campus.

Superintendents are the elimination of kindergarten, doubling classes in parochial schools, and the elimination of special teachers who provide the enriched curricula.

To meet the current emergency all persons who have had successful college work in an accredited institution of higher learning and are interested in teaching as a vocation or in opportunities for Parvise during the year are urged to register with the Registrar of the parochial school. Graduates of liberal arts colleges of professional schools for teachers, particularly those who have majored in secondary education, and of normal schools will be eligible for candidacy in the program.

Screening Candidates

To protect the children involved, the Screening Board of each teachers college will attempt to weed out those who may be academically or physically insensible and also those who are emotionally or personally unfit for guiding children.

Each candidate will be required to take a physical examination by a doctor appointed by the State Board of Education and to submit official transcripts of college work completed. Selective admissions examinations will also be given at each college center in order that the most meritorious may be screened in the program.

Although trainees will be dealt with on an individual basis, faculty in training will be essential because of dissimilarly in previous education. The 12-week workshops will provide the orientation committee essential to insure a reasonable degree of success with children; however, all trainees who desire to continue in the summer session will acquire additional credit toward regular licensure.

Since most trainees will be ineligible for the regular elementary certificate, they will be issued a Temporary Emergency Certificate, which must be renewed annually or until such time as the teachers college with which the trainee is registered certifies to the Department that all requirements have been completed on an in-service basis. Furthermore, the institution providing the workshops will supervise the trainee's work through the first year.

The Personnel Bureau has details.

be confident of appreciation for their work and of resulting pleasure to the spectators.

FASHION FARMS

Just Off Campus

CONNECTICUT Specials

Corduroy Toppers $15.95 & $17.95

Miss O'Neill's Shop

45 Green St.

WOOLS

BERNAT . . . MINEVRA . . . REAR BRAND AND IMPORTED ENGLISH BREED . . . NEEDLEPOINT . . . BUTTONS & NOTIONS

Dean's

Grill Casino

Dine and Dance

Groton, Conn.

"Where the Gang Gets Together"

SEIFERT'S BAKERY

225 Bank Street

THE STAR DAIRY

ICE CREAM BAR

Stop at the Star Dairy and try our Fresh Strawberry Short Cake.

Stop for your ice cream and we'll be glad to string that rattle with our No-Awl Stringer.

Official Headquarters for MacGregor — Goldsmith and A. G. Spalding

FOR YOUR SPRING SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Golf, tennis and all spring sports are just around the corner. Red Tennis Shoes are here and we'll be glad to string that rattle with our No-Awl Stringer.

FOR YOUR SPRING SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Golf, tennis and all spring sports are just around the corner. Red Tennis Shoes are here and we'll be glad to string that rattle with our No-Awl Stringer.

Corduroy Toppers $15.95 & $17.95

Miss O'Neill's Shop

45 Green St.

WITH YOUR SPRING SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Golf, tennis and all spring sports are just around the corner. Red Tennis Shoes are here and we'll be glad to string that rattle with our No-Awl Stringer.

National Bank of Commerce

Established 1863

NEW LONDON, CONN.

Checking Accounts and Savings Accounts

Ask for Special Check Books for College Students with College Seal

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

FOR YOUR SPRING SPORTS EQUIPMENT

Golf, tennis and all spring sports are just around the corner. Red Tennis Shoes are here and we'll be glad to string that rattle with our No-Awl Stringer.

THE G. W. MULLINS CO.

The Old-fashioned Up-to-Date Hardware Store

C. Reid Hudgins, Jr. — General Manager

Corner State and North Bank Streets — Phone 9561
Recital by Mr. Currier
Deemed Fine Preview of
Coming Boston Concert
by Rachel Olsen

The preview of Mr. Donald Currier's piano concert which is to be given March 13, in Boston, was held last Wednesday at Holmes Hall by an enthusiastic audience of students, faculty members and friends. Mr. Currier's fine technique and competent musicianship displayed in a well-worked out program, including works of Bach, Beethoven, Hindemith and Chopin, gave us sure indication that his concert will be a great success.

stage. In applauding the Class of 1944 the audience should not forget the contribution of Ann Grayson and publicity manager, or the efforts of Betty Anderson and her associates whose skill claims much credit for a beautifully filmed production.

Senior Play
(Continued from Page Three)

mood of the play, was selected by Mary Bill Brooks. The actors themselves deserve several curtain calls. Priscilla Lynch as Death was notable for the delicate cynicism of her representation, as well as her grace of movement. As Santa Claus Margaret Farnsworth was sincere and effective in the several changes of mood required by the part. Muriel Philips was an unaffected child (a pleasure in these days of self-consciousness) and Janet Regazzoni as The Woman displayed uncanny dignity and an emotion that never became sentimental. The players in the mob were responsive and notably articulate. Too often, when bouquets are

money-Saving Trip

by Lois Papa and Diane Roberts

Basketball

The Senior-Sophomore second teams met with the Bobcats winning 25-11. High scorer for the seniors was Ann Shuman and for the class of 71 was Ernest Assaf. Jansberg who pulled up 22 points for her team. When the Junior-Presidents second teams met, the class of 76 fell to a well-playing Presidents team. Duff Durfee and Jo MacManus led their team to a 37-23 victory while Norma Dicken was high scorer for the Juniors.

Volleyball

Come one — come all — this year on Friday night the students are going to try once more to defeat the faculty. Previous games have always been exciting although embarrassing for the students with such artists as Messrs. Cobbledick, Mack, and Destler spiking the ball over the net of coming forth with mighty powerful serves. The students

an all-star college team which has been doing its utmost in its prac-
ticing so that it may put up a good fight if not victory. An added at-
traction will be the country dance exhibition between the halves, so let's see a lot of spectators to cheer on both teams and also have a good time.
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